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“Recent outbreaks of preventable diseases such as measles and whooping
cough are focusing attention on this
issue, making Reich’s able contribution especially pertinent.”
—Kirkus Reviews
“Calling the Shots is intellectually rigorous and politically engaged scholarship
of the highest quality. Jennifer Reich
illuminates the attitudes, beliefs, and
behaviors surrounding childhood immunization, one of the most important
and contested public health policy issues of our day. Debates about vaccine
refusal have too often been marked
by over-simplification and unfounded
assumptions, and Reich’s thorough,
meticulous analysis provides a muchneeded corrective.”
—James Colgrove, author of State of
Immunity

Why Parents Reject Vaccines
JENNIFER A. REICH
For over a decade, Jennifer Reich has been
studying the phenomenon of
vaccine
refusal from the perspectives of parents
who distrust vaccines and the corporations
that make them, as well as the health care
providers and policy makers who see them
as essential to ensuring community health.
Reich reveals how parents who opt out
of vaccinations see their decision: what
they fear, what they hope to control, and
what they believe is in their child’s best
interest. Based on interviews with parents
who fully reject vaccines as well as those
who believe in “slow vax,” or altering the
number of and time between vaccinations,
the author provides a fascinating
account of these parents’ points of view.
Placing these stories in dialogue with those of pediatricians who see the devastation
that can be caused by vaccine-preventable diseases and the policy makers who aim
to create healthy communities, Calling the Shots offers a unique opportunity to
understand the points of disagreement on what is best for children, communities,
and public health, and the ways in which we can bridge these differences.
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